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Abstract. Plane-to-plane transitioning is essential for climbing robots
to overcome obstacles. In existing literature, additional actuator or robot
module is usually required for external transitioning, which significantly
increases both size and weight of the robot. Recently, it has been shown
[1] that a simple passive vertical tail can aid a lot in achieving external
transitioning. This paper extends that finding and outlines a quasi-static
kinematic procedure to design the tail shape for increased performance.
The systematic approach is described, followed by a discussion of the
results obtained. The outcome of the approach can be used to design
the shape of the climbing robot’s tail which enhances certain criteria for
transitioning, such as the adhesive and motor torque requirements.
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1 Introduction

Miniature climbing robots exhibit many advantages, such as a greatly-expanded
workspace and the capacity to reach or execute otherwise impossible spots or
missions for ground robots. To perform the tasks, the robot may be required to
climb obstacles and transit from one plane to another, both internally (concave
angle between the surfaces) and externally (convex angle). Among the various
attachment means, such as magnetic [2], vacuum suction [3], gripping [4], and
electro-adhesive [5], dry adhesives have the benefits of being lightweight, energy
efficient, and operationally quiet to be used in miniature climbing robots [6].

There are several different existing types of climbing robots which utilize
dry adhesives, for example track-based [7], legged [8], and wheel-leg (wheg) [9–
11]. It has been observed from nature that the mechanism for attachment to
the surface in climbing animals is completely different from its detachment [12].
The general principle is found to be an entire-surface attachment and a peeling-
like detachment such that strong adhesion is instantaneously generated while
minimal effort is needed for contact release. For miniature robots, designing
bulky legged mechanism to fulfil this motion is undesirable. While a track-based
vehicle is unable to produce this locomotion, a more effective approach is to
employ the wheg configuration with compliant adhesive to passively achieve the
required motion.
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Wheg-based climbing robots also have outstanding ability to perform interior
transitions due to the compliant feet naturally contacting the adjacent climbing
surface [13]. However, external transitions have been found to be a challenge [14,
15]. Additional active tail or body joint is usually needed [13, 16, 17] to support
the rear section of the climbing robot while the front part performs the external
transitions. These then require extra actuators and/or body segments which
increase the size and mass of the miniature robot significantly.

Design optimization is usually carried out to obtain the most advantageous
robot parameters which enhance its climbing capabilities. For example, the
length of the robot, which includes the length of the tail, was optimized in
[18] to maximize the theoretical factor of safety for climbing. The location of the
body joint was optimized in [13] to improve external transitioning. The tread
thickness and the body length were optimized in [16] to enhance transitioning
efficiency. The compliant body joint and the active tail were optimized in [17]
to increase climbing stability.

It has been found through in-depth analysis [1] that adding a simple passive
vertical tail can incredibly aid external transitions while keeping the size of
the robot compact. In that paper, only the presence of the vertical tail was
analyzed. The objective of this paper is to extend the finding and propose a
systematic approach to further design the shape of the tail which minimizes
certain requirements for performing the external transitions, such as the adhesive
force and motor torque required. This can in turn increase the payload as well
as the speed capability of the climbing robot.

2 The Two-Wheg Climbing Robot (Orion)

As shown in Fig. 1(a), the architecture of our climbing robot (Orion) can be
categorised into three parts: whegs, chassis, and tail. The chassis houses similar
electronics as the other version published previously [19], and consists of two
DC motors each driving a wheg with four “flaps” equipped with a compliant
dry adhesive. There is a 4:1 gear reduction between the motor and the wheg.
The robot has a vertical tail component which helps in accomplishing external
transitions, which distinguishes it from the previous versions [19, 20]. The robot’s
dimensions are 100 mm × 82 mm × 64 mm and the weight is 137.5 g.

The dry adhesive used in the climbing robot consists of three layers: a 0.8
mm AirStickTM Microsuction tape by Sewell, a 0.18 mm plastic sheet, and a 3M
VHB tape. The surface of a microsuction tape consists of thousands of micro-
scopic air pockets which can create partial vacuums between the tape and the
target surface. The thinness of the microsuction tape makes it very susceptible
to deformation, and hence an additional flexible plastic sheet is added to help
the compliant microsuction tape to return to its original flat shape to encourage
maximum contact between the adhesive and surface. The unstructured backing
layer of polymer (3M tape) of different elastic behaviour creates a gradient in
the viscoelastic property, which has been shown to enhance the adhesive force
of the dry adhesive [21].
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) The miniature two-wheg climbing robot with vertical tail component for
robust transitioning capabilities and (b) Geometric parameters of the robot.

Figure 1(b) shows the dimensions of the climbing robot and the full tail
shape design space as a vertical tail component is added to the climbing robot
for robust transitioning capability. Given the infinite possibility of the shape of
the vertical tail, it is thus useful to design the optimum tail height and curve
shape within the possible design space that also minimize key criteria such as
the adhesive and motor torque requirements.

3 Method

In this section, the approach used to generate the shape of the robot’s vertical
tail component such that it minimizes the required normal adhesive force and
motor torque for 4-way external transitions is described. It consists of four steps
which we will illustrate each in detail.

3.1 Determination of Vertical Tail Height

The first step involves the determination of the vertical tail height (Hc) that
yields the minimum required initial normal adhesive force for the 4-way external
transitions (see Fig 2(a)). To determine Hc, the required initial normal adhesive
forces based on the different possible vertical tail height H and the wheg first
contact distance q for each transition behavior are obtained and plotted. From
the data plot, the vertical tail height that yields the minimum required initial
normal adhesive force among the 4-way transition are selected as Hc. Note that
this analysis also takes into consideration if the chassis is in contact with the
surface, loses contact with the surface or whether its vertical tail component is
missing (refer to [1] for details).

3.2 Kinematic Analysis of External Transitioning

The second step involves kinematic analysis of the climbing robot to determine
its joint parameters as it performs the external transition under a variety of
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tail shape or contact geometry. Figure 2(a) shows the kinematic model of the
robot at the start of the external transition for a chosen vertical tail height (Hc).
As the climbing robot executes the external transition, other than the contact
between the wheg and the surface, there is a point on the robot body that will
be in contact with the surfaces’ intersecting corner (U) so that equilibrium can
be maintained. Let the initial contact point be specifically denoted as point Uc.
The triangle UcVeBe then forms the design space Ω for the shape of the tail
geometry connecting Uc to Be.

Fig. 2. (a) Kinematic model of the climbing robot’s motion during external transi-
tion, (b)-(d) Simulated motion of the robot transiting externally with δ = 0, (e)-(g)
Simulated motion of the robot transiting externally with 0 < δ < βc.

After the initial contact, the shape of the vertical tail determines the set of
continuous contact points with U as the climbing robot performs the external
transition. The profile made by these contact points dictates the configuration of
the robot at any instance and thus affects the overall adhesive requirement. The
coordinate transformation of a point G inside the tail design space Ω relative
to an origin frame at point Oe is given by

{
G
1

}
= Z(σ)X(r)Z(λ+ 90◦)X(Jd)Z(−90◦)X(Ud)Z(δ)X(Gd)
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⎫⎬
⎭
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⎩
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⎫⎬
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where Z(a) is a rotation of an angle a about the Z-axis, X(l) is a translation
of a distance l along the X-axis, σ is the angle between the adhesive and the
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corresponding wheg spoke, λ is the angle between the corresponding wheg spoke
and the robot’s chassis, r is the wheg’s radius, Jd is the distance between the
wheg’s shaft and the chassis, Ud is the distance along the robot’s chassis between
the wheg’s shaft and the point Uc, δ is the angle variable measured from the
robot chassis, Gd is the distance variable measured from point Uc, q is the
distance between the pivot point on the adhesive (Oe) and the intersecting
corner (U), and e is the adhesive’s thickness.

By varying the values of δ andGd with δ ∈ [0, βc) andGd ∈ (0, (Lc−Ud) sec δ)
where βc is the angle between the robot’s chassis and the first surface at the
initial contact configuration and Lc is the length of the robot’s chassis, different
locations of pointG inside the tail design spaceΩ can be analyzed for its adhesive
requirement. Gd can also be varied by rotating the wheg forward, i.e. varying the
values of σ. Given the varying δ and σ, solving Eq. (1) gives the joint parameters
value of λ and Gd that correspond to the instance that a certain point Gi inside
the tail design space Ω is in contact with the intersecting corner U (see Fig.
3(b)). It has to be noted that, if after rotating the wheg forward, the next wheg
flap becomes in contact with the surface, the value of q has to be replaced with
q + (n − 1)r

√
2 where n denotes the nth wheg flap to be in contact with the

second surface. Figure 2(b)-(g) shows the samples of simulated motion of the
robot performing the external transition for two different δ values. The blue
spoke denotes the primary wheg in contact with the surface along the motion.

3.3 Adhesive Force Requirement within Tail Design Space

The third step involves the determination of the required normal adhesive force
based on the robot configuration as it performs the external transition at the
various contact points Gi ∈ Ω. The required normal adhesive force (FRne) can
be obtained from [1] depending on which case the robot’s behaviour falls into.
The free body diagram (see Fig. 3(a)) and the equations are restated here with
slight adaptation for completeness (refer to [1] for details).

FG =
W

q sinβd
(Lycge sin θ + Lxcge cos θ) (2)

Case I Tail is in contact with the surface (FG > 0)

FRne = W sin θ − W

q
(Lycge sin θ + Lxcge cos θ) (3)

Case II Tail loses contact with the surface (FG ≤ 0)

FRne = W sin θ (4)

Case III Vertical tail component is absent (βc = 0)

FRne = W sin θ (5)
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where FG is the normal reaction force acting on the intersection between the
robot’s tail point Gi and the corner U in the direction perpendicular to the tail,
W is the weight component of the robot acting at the robot’s center of gravity
(CG), θ is the slope angle of the first surface, Lycge and Lxcge are the distances
of the robot’s CG from the first surface and the second surface respectively.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) Free body diagram of the robot during external transition [1], (b) Different
contact points Gi ∈ Ω result in different robot configuration and thus different required
normal adhesive force FRne.

A contour map of the required normal adhesive force for various contact
points Gi inside the tail design space Ω can then be generated through linear
interpolation. In other words, relative to a frame at point Uc with its x-axis
directed along the robot’s chassis, the value of the required normal adhesive
force at a specific point (FRne(X,Y )) can be determined, with (X,Y ) ∈ Ω. As
depicted in Fig. 3(b), different possible contact points Gi ∈ Ω result in different
robot configurations and thus different required normal adhesive force FRne.

3.4 Tail Shape Design

The last step is to design the curve shape of the vertical tail, based on the
contour map of the required normal adhesive force obtained from the previous
subsection. The Ymin(X) position which gives the minimum absolute value of
the normal adhesive force for each discretized X location is first obtained, i.e.
min(abs(FRne(X))). The absolute value is minimized because, when FRne is
negative, maximizing it to be nearer to zero reduces the required normal adhesive
force. On the other hand, when FRne is positive, minimizing it to be nearer to
zero reduces the motor torque requirement.
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The above systematic procedure can then be performed for all the 4-way
external transitioning by changing the value of θ in Eq. (3), (4) or (5) when
calculating FRne. In other words, the Ymin(X) locations which correspond to
min(abs(FRne(X))) can be obtained for the transitioning cases of vertical up
to horizontal (VU −> H), horizontal to vertical down (H −> VD), vertical
down to horizontal inverted (VD −> HI), and horizontal inverted to vertical up
(HI −> VU). From there, the Ymax,4(X) locations which gives the maximum
min(abs(FRne(X))) of all the four cases of external transitioning are detemined.
This then gives the Ymax,4(X) location for each discretized X location that
minimizes the worst min(abs(FRne(X))) of the 4-way external transitions.

The curve shape of the tail that minimizes the normal adhesive force as well
as the motor torque requirements can then be obtained by fitting a polynomial
curve PC = P1X

n + P2X
n−1 + · · · + PnX + Pn+1 to Ymax,4(X) with two end

constraints: the curve starts at point Uc and ends at Be to fulfil the vertical
tail height (Hc) selected previously. The curve fitting problem can be written as
constrained linear least-squares problem:

min
P

||CP (X) · P − Ymax,4(X)||22
such that Aeq · P = beq (6)

where CP (X) = [Xn Xn−1 . . . X 1], P = [P1 P2 . . . Pn Pn+1]
T are the

coefficient terms of the fitted polynomial curve, Aeq =

[
CP (Lc − Ud)

CP (0)

]
and beq =

[
Hc

0

]
are the end and start constraints.

4 Results & Discussions

In this section, the results of the vertical tail design following the proposed
approach described in the previous section are presented and discussed. Figure
4(a) shows the maximum normal adhesive force required as the vertical tail
height is varied for the 4-way external transitions. Observed from the plot, the
required normal adhesive force does not change much as the tail height is varied
for the transitioning cases of H −> VD, VD −> HI, and HI −> VU. For the
case of VU −> H, the required normal adhesive force reduces much up to a tail
height of 15 mm. Since increasing the vertical tail height further does not affect
the required normal adhesive force much while it increases the size and mass of
the robot, the vertical tail height of 15 mm is selected.

Figure 4(b) shows the contour maps of the required normal adhesive force
within the tail design space Ω for all the 4-way external transitions. The red
lines plot Ymin(X), the Y position which gives the minimum absolute value
of the normal adhesive force for each discretized X location. Figure 5(a) then
shows the plot of Ymax,4(X), the Y position which gives the maximum Ymin value
among the four external transitions for each discretized X location. If the tail
curve follows this plot, it will thus minimize the worst required normal adhesive
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) Plot of the normal adhesive force (FRne) for varying height of the vertical
tail component for 4-way external transitions, (b) Contour maps of the normal adhesive
force (FRne) within the tail design space Ω for 4-way external transitions. The red lines
plot the Ymin(X), the Y position which gives the minimum absolute value of the normal
adhesive force for each discretized X location.

force. As the data points Ymax,4(X) is not smooth, the tail curve is designed
by curve fitting using the optimization problem in Eq. (6) with a second degree
polynomial. The red line plots the final shape of the tail curve with the start
and end constraints satisfied.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. (a) Plot of the synthesized tail curve, (b) Comparison between the required
normal adhesive force for the synthesized curved tail and the straight line tail.

To evaluate whether the design of the tail curve shape is beneficial, Fig.
5(b) plots the value of the maximum required adhesive force as the climbing
robot performs the external transitions along the X position for the synthesized
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curved tail as compared to if the vertical tail is only designed as a straight line
between Uc and Be (dashed green line in Fig. 5(a)). As seen from the graph, the
synthesized curved tail on average reduces the required normal adhesive force,
with the maximum required adhesive force along the X position being reduced.
The reduction in the required adhesive force will also result in an increase of the
payload and speed of the climbing robot. Hence, designing the shape of the tail
curve is beneficial in improving the performance of the robot.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a systematic simulated procedure was proposed to design the
shape of the tail of a climbing robot which minimizes certain requirements for
transitioning. The motion of the robot perfoming the external transitions is
modeled and simulated to obtained the robot configuration while transiting.
The normal adhesive force required is then calculated along the robot’s motion
for different possible tail shape. Finally curve fitting is employed to synthesize
the tail curve shape that minimizes the adhesive requirement. The results show
that the synthesized curve shape tail helps in reducing the adhesive requirement
as compared to a straight line tail. This in turn can increase the payload as well
as the speed capabilities of the climbing robot. The systematic procedure can be
applied to optimize other required parameters such as climbing stability etc.
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